Toward a molecular theory of homogeneous bubble nucleation: I. Equilibrium embryo definition.
We propose an equilibrium embryo definition for homogeneous bubble nucleation within the pure component superheated Lennard-Jones liquid. The suggested embryo definition serves as an improvement to a previous (n,v) embryo model (Uline and Corti 2007). In that model, the constrained equilibrium between the bubble and the surrounding superheated liquid was maintained by placing n particles within a spherical volume v, without concern for the redundant counting of configurations and the relevance of the model to the dynamics of a nucleation process. To eliminate this redundancy, while only considering those embryos that should most likely appear at a transitional state, we now define the volume of the embryo via the use of a shell particle and only include n particles inside the volume that are deemed to be "vapor-like". The underlying free energy surface of formation of the new (n,v) embryo model is generated via Monte Carlo simulation and also approximately by a suggested density functional theory method. The resulting surface implies that small and locally confined regions of near-zero density serve as precursors initiating homogeneous bubble nucleation. Furthermore, the nonredundant counting of the embryo configurations yields a well-defined and sharp conduit in the free energy surface that directs the initially formed embryos toward the critical nucleus. We discuss how the suggested equilibrium embryo model aids in both the identification of the transitional configurations and calculation of the average number density of the critical nuclei within the superheated liquid phase, which is the focus of the companion paper (DOI 10.1021/jp404151h).